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Details of Visit:

Author: laptops
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 17 Apr 2014 15:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07985729146

The Premises:

Safe area on outskirts of Bexley, flat above some shops, easy parking nearby. Jess talked me
through how to get access to flat. Flat itself was clean enough, no shower yet, this is going in soon
as Jess just moved in, but bath ok.

The Lady:

This was a duo meeting with Jess & Chloe. Jess has a profile on the other site which is accurate
although the pictures are out of date, hair is much different. Size 8-10, dark hair, age approx 30,
32B, slim and pretty. Chloe was older, not as pretty as Jess, blond, very thin, prob late 30's, 32A.
Asked they both wear stockings via email & text which Jess promised, but as usual no stockings
available when I arrived.

The Story:

This was a full on sexual punt. The ladies were very attentive and sexy. We were all naked very
quickly with lots of kissing, then very good oral without from both ladies. One sucking my cock whilst
the other kissed me or sucked my balls, or kissed each other or sucked each others tits, wonderful!
Then on with condom and I fucked Jess, very tight, in doggy whilst she licked Chloe's pussy. After
excellent 1st pop, enjoyable massage, then more of the same. Lately can't always get hard again,
but no problem here, soon condom on again and Chloe fucked me in cowgirl, then changed
condom and fucked Jess again in missionary whilst Chloe squeezed my balls and Jess sucked
Chloes tits. Pulled out and they both wanked me off over Jess. Excellent. Havn't had 2 girls for a
long time, will have to repeat. Highly recommended.
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